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! Despite! much! being! known! about! tubulin,! there! is! a! dearth! of! structural!
information! on! proteins! that! are! involved! folding,! processing! and! manipulating! this!
important!component!of!the!cytoskeleton.!Trypanosomatids!can!be!used!to!investigate!








binding! cofactor! B! (TBCJB).! Enzymes! involved! in! posttranslational! modifications! of!
tubulin,! tyrosine! ligation!and!deacetylation,!were!also! investigated.!These!projects!did!
not!result!in!crystal!structures,!but!are!discussed!in!chapters!5!and!6.!
In! chapter! 3,! the! structure! of! Leishmania* major* ADP! ribosylation! factorJlike! 1!







regulating! the!affinity!of!ARLs! for!binding!other!proteins,! lipids!or!membranes.!Much! is!
known!about!the!structure!of!human!and!yeast!ARL!proteins,!research!stimulated!in!large!
part!due!to!their!essential!nature!in!vesicular!biogenesis!and!membrane!trafficking.!There!
is!however,! a!paucity!of! structural!data!on! this! family!of!proteins! in! the!Kinetoplastida,!
despite! biological! studies! implicating! them! in! key! events! related! to! vesicular! transport!
and!regulation!of!microtubule!dependent!processes.!The!crystal!structure!of!ARL1! from!
the!protozoan!parasite!L.*major!in!complex!with!GDP!was!determined!to!2.1!Å!resolution.!
The! analysis! reveals! a! high! degree! of! structural! conservation! with! human! ADP!
ribosylation!factor!1!(ARF1).!Mining!L.*major!genomic!data! identified!putative!ARF/ARL!
family!members,!which!were! examined! and! classified,! based! on! conservation! of! amino!
acid! sequences! combined! with! what! is! known! about! orthologous! proteins! in!
Kinetoplastids!and!in!humans,!for!which!a!standardised!nomenclature!has!been!proposed.!




to! its! native!polymerisable! state.! There! is! currently! little! known!about! this! system! in!









that! the!missing! linker! region!most! likely! contains! a! small! region!of!αJhelical! content!
but!is!mostly!unstructured.!
The! general! fold! of! the! Ubl! domain! is! highly! conserved,! despite! low! sequence!
identity!between!this!sequence!and!other!TBCJBs.!Due!to!this!low!similarity!it!was!not!
possible! to! determine! which! residues! are! important! for! complex! formation! between!
this!protein!and!other!cofactors!or!with!tubulin.!!
The! CAPJGly! domain! despite! having! higher! sequence! and! structural! fold!
conservation!with!other!TBCJB!CAPJGly!domains!contains!a!major!difference!in!the!β7J
β8! tubulinJbinding! loop.! It! is! postulated! this! sequence! difference! of! a! glycine! in! the!
asparagine!position!of!the!highly!conserved!‘GKNDG’!sequence!may!affect!this!domain’s!
binding! to! the! αJtubulin! CJterminal! tail.! ! The! peptide! binding! groove! of! TBCJB! forms!
crystal! contact! interactions! with! the! CJterminus! of! a! neighbouring! molecule.! This!
allowed!for!the!comparison!of!this!binding!interaction!with!the!more!typical!αJtubulin!
tail!binding!seen! in!other!CAPJGly!domains.! !As!this!protein!and!domain!both!elute!as!







All! trypansomatid! TBCJB! sequences! have! differences! in! their! tubulinJbinding!
loops! and!CJterminus! that! are! identical! or! similar! to! the!αJtubulin! tail.! In! addition! to!
these! differences,! no! other! CAPJGly! domains! were! identified! in! the! trypanosome!
genome.!!
Although! deacetylation! is! an! important! modification! of! tubulin,! there! are! no!
structures! of! any! tubulin! deacetylases! and! although! several! histone! deacetylase!
structures!are!known,!none!have!been!reported!from!protists.!Therefore!investigations!
were!commenced!to! identify,!clone!and!obtain!recombinant!material! for!crystalisation!
experiments.!A!putative! tubulin!deacetylase! form!T.* brucei!was! identified! and! soluble!
recombinant! material! could! be! produced,! attempts! to! crystallise! or! characterise! this!
protein!were!prevented!by!degradation!of!the!protein.!
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1.!INTRODUCTION!! This! thesis! covers! several! areas! of!microtubule! biology,! primarily! proteins!that! fold,! process! and!manipulate! this! important! component!of! the! cytoskeleton.!Although! there! is! much! known! about! tubulin,! there! is! a! dearth! of! structural!information!on!proteins!involved!in!these!processes.!!! The!trypanosomatids!were!chosen!as!model!organisms!as!they!are!primitive!eukaryotes!whose!main!cytoskeletal!component!are!microtubules.!They!provide!a!model! system! for! the! study! of! general! microtubule! biology! and! have! been!extensively!characterized!by!ultrastructural,!biochemical!and!genetic!means.! It! is!anticipated! that! conserved! features! will! elucidate! basic! features! of! eukaryotic!biology! and! specific! differences! will! help! understand! the! specialisation! of! these!parasites.!
!
1.1.!Trypanosomatids!!1.1.1.(African(trypanosomiasis((
Trypanosoma(brucei(gambiense!and(T.(b.(rhodesiense(are!responsible!for!the!human!disease!African!trypanosomiasis,!also!known!as!African!sleeping!sickness.!It!is!prevalent!in!36!subBSaharan!countries!and!is!spread!by!the!bite!of!the!infected!tsetse! fly! (Glossina( spp.).! The! majority! (95! %)! of! infections! are! from! the! T.( b.(
gambiense! subBspecies,!which! is! a! chronic! form,!with! symptoms! appearing! after!months! to! years.! The! final! five! percent! of! cases! are! due! to! the! acute! T.( b.(







!The!T.( b.( rhodesiense! form! is! also! a! zoonotic! disease,! animals! playing! the!major! role! as! reservoirs! of! infection! (Hutchinson! et( al.,! 2003).! Cattle! also! suffer!from!nonBhuman!transmissible!forms!of!trypanosomiasis,!known!as!Nagana,!which!places! an! economic! burden! on! already! poor! communities! (Connor,! 1994).! T.( b.(








Leishmania(major,( the! causative! agent! of(dermal! cutaneous! leishmaniasis,!makes!a!good!study!model!as!it!has!had!its!genome!sequenced.!!!1.1.3.(Trypanosomatids(as(model(organisms(
T.(brucei!and!L.(major!are!both!of!the!order!trypanosomatid!and!members!of!the!family!Kinetoplastida!–!older!and!more!primitive!than!the!ciliates!(Schneider!et(
al.,!1997).!Nevertheless!they!are!eukaryotes!and!contain!typical!features!such!as!a!nucleus! with! nuclear! envelope,! an! endoplasmic! reticulum! (ER),! Golgi! and!mitochondrion.!However,!there!are!some!unique!and!deviant!features!such!as!the!mitochondrion! form,! which! is! large! and! elongated,! with! its! own! genome! –! the!kinetoplast.! Replication! of! the! kinetoplast! is! linked! to! the! basal! body! of! the!flagellum!(Bastin!et(al.,!2000).!
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!tubulin!is!due!to!allosteric!changes!that!occur!after!hydrolysis,!causing!curvature!in!the!protofilament!(Barbier!et(al.,!2010).!This! forms! the! basis! of! microtubules’! stochastic! growth! pattern! of!punctuated!growth!and!massive!shrinkages,!known!as!dynamic! instability.!There!are!many!proteins!involved!in!regulation!of!this!dynamic!behaviour.!!Microtubule!associated! proteins! (MAPs)! and! plus! end! tracking! proteins! (+TIPs)! stabilise! the!microtubules,! whilst! catastrophes! can! be! encouraged! by! different! MAPs,! some!kinesins!and!severing!factors!such!as!katinin!(Howard!&!Hyman,!2009).!!!
In(vitro!microtubules!spontaneously!polymerize!in!the!presence!of!GTP!and!magnesium! (Moritz! et( al.,! 1995).! In! cells! the! concentration! of! tubulin! dimers! is!below!that!for!spontaneous!nucleation!(Moritz!et(al.,!1995).!!Instead!they!nucleate!at!the!microtubule!organizing!centre!(MTOC),!specifically!from!a!structure!formed!around!a!third!isoform!of!tubulin,!γBtubulin!(Moritz!&!Agard,!2001).!This! isoform!does!not!polymerize! into!microtubules,! like!the!α!and!βBtubulin!dimer.!The!basal!body,!which!nucleates!the!cilia!and!flagella,!is!a!type!of!MTOC.!!







!known! for! cilia:! motility! and! sensory! and! they! are! involved! in! many! important!cellular!and!developmental!functions.!The! flagellum!structure! typically! consists!of! a! canonical!membraneBbound!arrangement! of! nine! fused! doublet! microtubules! surrounding! two! single!microtubules!(Blue!features!Figure!1.2,!page!8).!The!fused!doublet!consists!of!an!A!tubule! which! is! a! complete! microtubule! of! thirteen! protofilaments,! with! ten!incomplete!B!prototubules!attached! to! it.!However,!other!variations,! such!as!9+0!arrangements,!are!also!possible!(Schneider!et(al.,!1997).!The! organelle! extends! from! the! basal! body,! or! centrioles,! from! the!minus!ends!of!the!microtubules.!Elongation!of!the!flagellum!is!from!the!distal!plus!ends!of!the! microtubules! and! therefore! relies! on! transportation! of! material! to! the!flagellum!tip!in!a!process!known!as!intraflagellar!transport!(IFT).!Axonemal!dynein!motors!crosslink!adjacent!doublets,!which!causes!the!ATP!dependant!sliding!force!seen! between! the! microtubule! pairs.! At! the! central! pair! of! microtubules,! nexin!links! and! radial! spokes! are! responsible! for! the! transformation! of! this! sliding!motion!into!the!recognisable!beat!pattern.!!NonBmotile! primary! cilia! often! lack!dynein!motors! and! the! central! pair! of!microtubules.! In! humans,! they! were! previously! considered! to! be! vestigial!remnants! of! motile! cilia,! but! have! recently! been! shown! to! be! linked! to! several!pathogenic!diseases!known!as!the!ciliopathies!(Verhey!&!Gaertig,!2007).!























!kinetoplastids,! euglenoids! and! dinoflagellates! also! possess! a! paraflagellar! rod!(PFR),! unlike! other! eukaryotes! (Koyfman! et( al.,! 2011).! This! is! a! paracrystalline!filament!constructed!from!coiled!coil!proteins!(Schneider!et(al.,!1997;!Fukushima!
et(al.,!2009)!that!runs!alongside!the!flagellum!and!is!important!for!translating!the!planar!wave!of!the!axoneme!into!the!characteristic!bihelical!wave!motion!of!these!cells!(Koyfman!et(al.,!2011).!Another!microtubule!structure!of!trypanosomes!is!the!microtubule!quartet!that!runs! in!a! left!hand!helical!pattern,! in! the!opposite!polarity! to! the!rest!of! the!microtubules! in! this! organelle! (Figure! 1.3).! The! flagellum! nucleates! next! to! the!probasal!body!with!a!9+0!triplet!microtubule!structure,!before!changing!to!a!9+0!doublet!arrangement.!The!flagellum!exits!the!cell!body!at!the!collar!where!around!this!point!the!central!pair!of!microtubules!are!nucleated.!!
!
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1.3.!Tubulin!posttranslational!modifications!Posttranslational! modifications! (PTMs)! mark! microtubule! subpopulations!such!as!stable!microtubules!like!those!in!cilia,!centrioles!and!flagella.!It!is!possible!that!this!allows!for!the!recruitment!of!protein!complexes!(Verhey!&!Gaertig,!2007).!Benefits! of! PTMs! from! translationally! different! isotypes! are! the! speed! of!modification!possible!and!the!ability!for!combinatorial!coding!which!is!analogous!to! those! on!histones.!However,! unlike! histones! the!PTM!pattern! of!microtubules!does!not!experience!epigenetic!inheritance!(Verhey!&!Gaertig,!2007).!!Therefore,!it!is! possible! that! these! modifications! hold! temporal! information.! Paclitaxel,! a!microtubule! stabilising! drug,! increases! the! levels! of! PTMs! suggesting! that! stable!microtubules!might! be! the! preferred! substrate! for! PTM! enzymes! (Bonnet! et( al.,!2001).!
















!When!many!different!tubulin!isoforms!were!identified!in!the!1980s,!it!was!postulated! that! this!was! the! source! of! diversity! due! to! their! specific! localisation!and!expression! (Janke!&!Bulinski,!2011).! !However,! further!experiments! showed!that! tubulin! isoforms! are! often! functionally! interchangeable.! Also,! in! more!primitive!organisms!such!as!yeast!and!protists,!such!as!T.(brucei,(posttranslational!modifications!are! the!main!source! for! tubulin!diversity!available!(Westermann!&!Weber,!2003;!Janke!&!Bulinski,!2011).!!The!modification!of!the!flexible!CTTs!is!of!special!interest!as!it!is!the!region!where! a! large! number! of! MAPs,! motors! and! +TIPs! associate! with! the! filament!(Verhey! &! Gaertig,! 2007;! Wloga! et( al.,! 2008).! Tyrosination,! acetylation! and!polyglutamylation! will! be! discussed! further! as! they! were! targets! for!crystallographic!structural!and!activity!studies!in!this!project.!






































!All!αBtubulin!present!in!the!trypanosome!flagellum!is!acetylated!(Verhey!&!Gaertig,!2007),!however! its!purpose! is!unclear!as!Lys40! is! in! the! inside! lumen!of!the! microtubule! structure! and! mutations! in! the! acetylase! responsible! show! no!obvious!phenotype!(Verhey!&!Gaertig,!2007).!KinesinB1!binds!with!a!higher!affinity!to! acetylated! microtubules! (Hammond! et( al.,! 2008).! Furthermore,! acetylation!preservation! using! deacetylase! enzyme! inhibitors! (trichostatin! A! and! tubucin)!stimulates!kinesinB1!anterograde!movement!(Fukushima!et(al.,!2009).!!







!When! released! from! the! CCT! the! tubulin! is! folded! but! it! is! unable! to!polymerise!into!microtubules!(Muñoz!et(al.,!2011).!This!quasiBnative!folded!tubulin!is!then!passed!onto!a!series!of!cofactors!that!are!important!for!further!folding!and!dimer!assembly.!!These!are!named!tubulin!binding!cofactor!(TBC)!A,!B,!C,!D!and!E,!and!are!indicated!by!the!letter!alone!in!Figure!1.5.!The!αBtubulin!is!chaperoned!by!TBCBB!and!βBtubulin!by!TBCBA.!These!cofactors!are! then!displaced!by!TBCBD!and!TBCBE,!which! bind! α! and! β! tubulin! respectively,! bringing! the! tubulin!monomers!together! to!allow! for!dimerisation.!TBCBC! is! involved! in! the! final! stages!of!dimer!formation,!stimulating!GTP!hydrolysis!in!the!βBtubulin!and!dimer!release!from!the!complex!(Lundin!et(al.,!2010).!In!humans,!retinitis!pigmentosa!2!protein!(RP2)!is!a!structural!homologue!of!TBCBC,!which!although!it!can!also!cause!GTP!hydrolysis!when!TBCBD!is!present,!cannot!substitute! for!TBCBC.! It!appears! to!be! involved! in! the! tubulin!degradation!pathway,!especially!in!cilia!(Stephan!et(al.,!2007).!Although!TBCBA,!B,!E!and!D!are!involved!in!tubulin!folding,!there!is!also!growing!evidence!of!their!involvement!in!dimer!separation!and!the!regulation!of!tubulin!dynamics!and!degradation!(Tian!et(









Figure! 1.5.! Schematic! of! the! current! understanding! of! the! tubulin! folding,! assembly! and!disassembly!pathway!in!yeast!and!mammals!(Tian!et(al.,!1997;!Bhamidipati!et(al.,!2000;!Szymanski,!2002;!Grynberg!et(al.,!2003;!Kortazar!et(al.,!2007;!Fanarraga!et(al.,!2009;!Lundin!et(al.,!2010).!!QuasiBfolded!tubulin!monomers!indicated!with!squares,!completely!folded!with!circles.!!







!organization! and! dynamics! as! well! as! having! roles! in! cellular! functions,!distribution!of!organelles!and!intracellular!signalling!(Weisbrich!et(al.,!2007).!They!are! often! found! as! singular! or! multiple! copies! in! multidomain! proteins! such! as!centrosomeBassociated! protein! 350 CAP350),! kinesins! such! as! KIF13B,! familial!cylindromatosis! tumour! suppressor CYLP,! CLIPs,! dynactin! and! cofactors! TBCBE!and!B!(Weisbrich!et(al.,!2007).!!Highly! conserved!glycine! and!hydrophobic! residues! characterize! the!CAPBGly!domain.!They!have!a!highly!conserved!GKNDG!sequence!within!the!β7Bβ8!loop(that! borders! a! cluster! of! conserved! aromatic! residues,!which! form! the! floor! of! a!solvent!exposed!hydrophobic!groove.!The!CBterminal!tail!of!αBtubulin!is!recognized!by! CAPBGly! domains! not! only! by! its! complimentary! acidic! nature,! but! the! final!aromatic!residue,!which!can!either!be!a!phenylalanine!or!a!tyrosine!(Steinmetz!&!Akhmanova,! 2008).! The! asparagine! side! chain! in! the! GKNDG! sequence! interacts!with!the!αBcarboxylate!group!of!the!final!peptide!residue!(Janke!&!Bulinski,!2011).!Mutation! of! this! asparagine! to! an! alanine! ablates!mouse! p150n! CAPBGly! domain!binding!to!tubulin!(Weisbrich!et(al.,!2007).!!














!effect,! whereby! upon! GTP! binding! the! interswitch! region! (residues! positioned!between!switch!I!and!II)!undergoes!a!conformational!change!which!displaces!the!amino! terminal! αBhelix! into! a! position! able! to! interact! with! membranes!(Pasqualato!et(al.,!2002).!!!1.5.1.(Leishmania(major(ADP*ribosylation(like(1!
L.( donovani(ARL1! (LdARL1),!which! shares!98!%!sequence! identity!with!L.(
major!ARL1!(LmARL1),!has!been!characterised!biochemically!(Sahin!et(al.,!2008a;!2008b).!Myristoylation!on!a!conserved!glycine!(Gly2)! in!the!N!terminal!αBhelix! is!necessary!for!this!protein!to!be!localised!to!the!kinetoplast!and!the!flagellar!pocket!










amazonensis(and!Crithidia( fasciculata! result! in! flagella!shortening!(Cuvillier!et(al.,!2000;! Sahin!et( al.,! 2004;!2008a).!This! indicates! that! the!GTPase! activity!of! these!enzymes!is!important!for!their!function.!The!closest!human!homologues!to!TbARL3A!are!ARL2!and!3!(58!and!52!%!identity)!and!also!are!linked!to!microtubules.!ARL2!downregulates!the!tubulin!GAP!activities!of!TBC!C,!D!and!E!(Bhamidipati!et(al.,!2000)!whilst!ARL3!binds!RP2,!and!is!localised!on!microtubule!structures!within!photoreceptors!!(Kühnel!et(al.,!2006).!In! addition,! ARL3! has! recently! been! implicated! in! the! transport! and! docking! of!vesicles! from! the!Golgi! to! the! cilia! (Evans!et( al.,! 2010).! ! Perhaps!TbARL3A!has! a!function! similar! to! human! ARL2! or! 3! which! when! perturbed! causes! problems!within!flagellar!microtubules.!
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!also!undertaken.!! Several! enzymes! involved! in! the! post! translational! modification! of! tubulin!were! investigated,! two! of! these! projects! will! be! discussed:! T.( brucei! HDAC4,!identified! as! a! putative! tubulin! deacetylase,! and! TTLs.! Although! other! HDAC!proteins!have!been!crystallised!(Finnin!et(al.,!1999;!Somoza!et(al.,!2004;!Bottomley!









2.1.!General!Methods!2.1.1.(Reagents(Chemicals!were! purchased! from! Sigma8Aldrich,! Fluka! or! BDH! Chemicals.!Endonucleases!were!purchased!from!New!England!Biolabs,!and!reagents!for!PCR!are!from!Promega.!!!
Escherichia( coli! strains! XL81! Blue,! XL810! Gold,! TOP10! (Invitrogen)! and!NovaBlue! (Novagen)! were! used! for! routine! manipulation;! strains! BL21! (DE3)!Gold,!BL21!Gold,!BL21!(DE3)!codon!plus!RIL,!C43!(DE3)!(Stratagene)!were!used!for!protein!production.!Culture!media!and!agar!plates!were!provided!by!the!media!kitchen!facility,!University!of!Dundee.!Primers!were!supplied!by!ThermoScientific.!Peptides!for!co8crystallisation!and!assays!were!obtained!from!ThermoScientific!and!GenScript!purified!to!>95!%.!
(2.1.2.(Cloning(










!2.1.3.(Gene(synthesis(Where!cDNA!or!genomic!DNA!were!not!available!genes!were!ordered!from!GenScript,!with! codon!optimization! to! avoid! rare! codon! combinations! in! chosen!expression! systems! and! unfavourable! for! expression! mRNA! structures! and! cis!elements!removed.!Genes!were!obtained!in!a!pUC!vector!with!restriction!sites!in!place!for!downstream!cloning.!Under! circumstances! where! restriction! enzyme! sequences! required! for!downstream!cloning!were!present!in!the!gene!of!interest!and!gene!synthesis!was!not!employed,!ligation!independent!cloning!was!used.!Primers!were!designed!with!15! base! pair! overhang! homologous! to! the! ligation8flanking! region! in! the!destination!vector,!as!per!manufacturer’s!instructions!(GenScript).!







!(Thompson!et(al.,!1994)!and!Muscle!(Edgar,!2004)!and!edited!using!ALINE!(Bond!&! Schuttelkopf,! 2009).! Protein! domains! and! families! were! identified! using! the!Pfam!database!(Finn!et(al.,!2010).(Construct! parameters! and! homologue! choices! were! decided! upon! after!bioinformatic!analysis.!This! typically! included!Globplot! (Linding!et(al.,! 2003)! for!identification! of! possible! globular! domains! and! disorder! analysis,! PHYRE! and!latterly! PHYRE2! (Kelley! &! Sternberg,! 2009)! for! secondary! structure! prediction!and! threading.! XtalPred! (Slabinski! et( al.,! 2007)!was! used! to! aid! choice! of!more!probable! crystallisable! constructs.! Expasy! protparam! (Wilkins! et( al.,! 1999)!was!used!to!calculate!molecular!weights,!extinction!coefficients!and!isoelectric!points!to! instruct! purification! procedures.! ! Homologous! proteins!were! identified! using!BLASTP! ! (NCBI)! and! UniProt! (UniProt! Consortium,! 2011).! Domains! were!identified! and! named! using! the! conserved! domain! database! (CDD)! (Marchler8Bauer!et(al.,!2011).!








2.2.!ADP!ribosylation!factor>likes!(ARL1s)!2.2.1.( Leishmania( major( ADP! ribosylation! factor8like! 1( (LmARL1)! cloning,(







!desorption/ionization! mass! spectrometry! time8of8flight! (MALDI8TOF)!(Proteomics!Facility,!College!of!Life!Sciences,!University!of!Dundee).!




















!Data! were! processed! and! scaled! using! XDS! (Kabsch,! 2010)! and! CCP4!software! (Collaborative! Computational! Project! Number! 4,! 1994).! Molecular!replacement! was! carried! out! using! PHASER! (McCoy! et( al.,! 2007).! The! search!model,!with!a!percentage! identity!of!55!%,!was!a!molecule!of!S.( cerevisiae(ARL1!(ScARL1,!protein!databank!(PDB)!code!1MOZ!(Amor!et(al.,!2001))!converted!to!a!poly8Ala!model! using! CHAINSAW! (Stein,! 2008).! The! positions! of! two!molecules!were!identified!that,!after!rigid!body!refinement,!gave!an!R!factor!of!49.7!%!to!2.1!Å! resolution.! Several! rounds! of! model! manipulation,! electron! and! difference!density!map!inspection,!the!incorporation!of!several!dual!rotamers,!the!addition!of!water! and! ligands! was! performed! in! COOT! (Emsley! &! Cowtan,! 2004)! with!maximum8likelihood! restrained! reﬁnement! calculations! carried! out! in! REFMAC!(Murshudov!et(al.,!1997).!Residues!49!to!54!and!74!to!82!in!chain!B!have!not!been!included! in! the! model! due! to! poorly! defined! electron! density.! Non8crystallographic! symmetry! restraints! were! not! utilized! in! the! refinement.! The!geometric! quality! of! the! model! was! assessed! using! MOLPROBITY! (Davis! et( al.,!2007).! The! coordinates! and! structure! factors! deposited! with! the! PDB! with!accession!code!2X77.!!







!expression! protocol! and! purification! techniques! were! used! for! this! gene! as! for!
LmARL1.((The!purified!samples!were!spin!concentrated!(Millipore)!to!5!mg!mL81!and!10!5!mg!mL81!in!20!mM!Tris8HCl!pH!8.0,!150!mM!NaCl,!5!mM!MgCl2,!1!µM!GDP!and!used!to!set!up!crystallization!trials!using!the!sitting!drop!vapour!diffusion!method!at!approximately!22!˚C.!A!series!of!commercially!available!screens!were!used!for!this!purpose.!Two!sets!of!promising!conditions!contained!crystals,!one!in!the!form!of! rods! with! maximum! dimension! 155! x! 15! μm,! after! 3! days! in! the! Classics!(Qiagen)! screen! condition!H5! (30!%!PEG! 4k,! 0.2!mM!Li2SO4,! 0.1!M!Tris8HCl! pH!8.5),! and! another! condition! grew! whispy! hair8like! crystals! in! JCSG+! screen!(Molecular!Dimensions)!condition!H11!(25!%!PEG!3350,!0.2!mM!MgCl2,!0.1!M!Bis!Tris8HCl!pH!5.5).!Numerous!attempts!were!made!to!improve!the!diffraction!quality!of!these!crystals,!the!range!of!conditions!tried!are!detailed!in!Table!2.!!!






























Table!2.2.!Extended!T.#brucei#C>terminal!domain!constructs!Residue!range! Forward!primer!(5’!to!3’)! Reverse!primer!(5’!to!3’)! Outcome!1018232! catatgATAAGTGAAGAGGCGTACAGCAA! ctcgagTTAAAACACCTCCGGGGGAAAGTC! Trials8!no!crystals!1138232! catatgGCTAGGGCTTTTCGCCAG! ctcgagTTAAAACACCTCCGGGGGAAAGTC! Trials8!no!crystals!1438!232! catatgCTCGATGATGACAGTTACAAGGAA! ctcgagTTAAAACACCTCCGGGGGAAAGTC! Precipitated!
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Table!2.4.!Peptides!used!for!cocrystallisation!and!ITC!experiments!!Name! Sequence!!P3! EEY!P4! VEEY!P6! EDVEEY!P7! EEDVEEY!P9! DGEEDVEEY!! Peptides!were!dissolved!in!the!minimum!amount!of!TBS!A!(50!mM!Tris8HCl!pH! 7.5,! 250! mM! NaCl)! buffer! necessary! to! solubilise! them! then! diluted! to! the!appropriate! concentration! just! before! use.! Dissolved! peptides! were! kept! on! ice!and!not!subjected!to!freeze!thaw!cycles!in!order!to!prevent!degradation.!














Concentration of peptide (µM) 
1 1 10 
2 10 100 
3 7 1000  







!homologues!with! identities! of! >30!%! identified.! This! prevented! CONSURF! from!generating! a! solution.! Instead! conserved! residues! were! determined! by! using!BLAST!!(Altschul!et(al.,!1997)!and!manual!editing!to!search!and!identify!the!top!30!non8degenerate! homologues! of! the! TbTBC8B! Ubl! domain.! These! were! aligned!using!MUSCLE!(Edgar,!2004)!and!conservation!annotated!as!residues!with!>80!%!conservation.!!
2.4.#Sus#scrofa#tubulin!tyrosine!ligase!(SsTTL)!2.4.1.(Cloning(expression(and(purification#The! Sus( scrofa! gene,! Genbank! accession! X68453,! was! codon! and! mRNA!optimized!by!Genscript!and! inserted! into!pGEX6P!vector!(GE! life!sciences)!using!















!PGA! and! JCSG+! (Molecular! Dimensions),! Tagged! and! untagged! protein,! limited!proteolysis!with!chymotrypsin!(10,000!and!100,000!dilutions),!and!the!addition!of!the! following! ligands:! ATP,! AMPPNP,! tyrosine,! iodo8tyrosine! with! and! without!peptides!DSVEGEGEEEGEE!and!EEY.!Protein!concentrations!used!were!10,!7.5!and!5!mg!mL81.! !No!hits!were!detected.!These! ligands!were!also! included! in! thermal!shift! assays! to! try! and! detect! whether! they! increased! the! protein’s! thermal!stability.!!







!subclone! between! pET15b8TEV! and! pGEX86P! an! additional! PCR! needs! to! be!performed.!To!simplify!expression!trials!and!allow!for!a!simple!digest!then!ligation!from! pET15b8TEV! into! a! plasmid! coding! for! a! GST! fusion! system! a! commercial!pGEX86P!vector!was!altered!contain!a!compatible!multiple!cloning!site.!Briefly,! this! involved! synthesizing! (Genscript)! a! region! of! the! vector!corresponding!to!the!TEV!protease!sequence!and!multiple!cloning!site,!altered!to!be!compatible!with!the!pET15b8TEV!vector!and!a!5’!flanking!region!homologue!to!the!original!pGEX86P!vector.!This!was!inserted!between!the!unique!restriction!site!
Swa1!and(EcoR1within!the!pGEX86P!vector.!!







!interest!being!cut!out!from!a!SDS!PAGE,!reductively!alkylated!and!tryptic!digested!before! undergoing! one! dimensional! nano8liquid! chromatography! coupled! to!electrospray! ionization! mass! spectrometry! (Proteomics! Facility,! College! of! Life!Sciences,!University!of!Dundee).#
#
2.6.# Trypanosoma# brucei# histone! deacetylase! 4# (TbHDAC4),! deacetylase!
domain!2.6.1.(Cloning(expression(and(purification(The! gene!Tb927.5.2900!was! amplified! from!T.( brucei! 927! genomic! DNA!and!cloned!into!a!TOPO!vector!by!Dr.!Thomas!Eadsforth.!This!was!then!subcloned!into!a!pET15b8TEV!plasmid.!Recombinant! gene! expression! was! achieved! using! the! same! cells! and!conditions! as! section! 2.4.5.! Cells! were! grown! and! harvested! as! described! in!section!2.2.1,! except! the!duration!of! cell! growth!was! increased! to!48!hours.!The!purification!procedure!was! also! as!described!previously! except!buffer!A!was!50!mM!Tris8HCl!pH!7.5,!150!mM!NaCl!or!50!mM!piperazine8N,N′8bis(28ethanesulfonic!acid)!(PIPES),!150!mM!NaCl!and!the!poly8histidine!tag!was!not!cleaved.!Degraded!bands!were! identified! though!tryptic!mass!spectrometry,!as!described! in!section!2.5.1.!

















3.1.!Aims!Although!crystal!structures!of!human!and!yeast!ARLs!have!been!determined!(Amor! et( al.,! 1994;! Hillig! et( al.,! 2000;! Amor! et( al.,! 2001;! Wu! et( al.,! 2004),! no!structure! of! any! protist! ARL! has! yet! been! reported.! Therefore! crystallographic!investigations! of! trypanosomatid! ARLs!were! commenced.! The!main! aims! of! this!study!was!to!identify!ARLs!in!the!trypansomatids,!clone!these!genes!and!generate!
E.( coli! expression! systems! in! order! to! produce! material! amenable! for!crystallographic!study.!With!two!of!these!proteins,!LmARL1!and!TbARL3A!this!was!possible,!and!they!are!reported!here.!Finally,!this!structure!of!LmARL1!was!used!as!a!model!in!order!to!produce!an!initial!classification!of!this!protein!family.!!







!approximately!4!mg!LK1!of!bacterial!culture,!and!successfully!used!for!crystallization!trials.! The! peak! corresponding! to! the! monomer! was! also! collected! and! used! in!crystallization!trials!with!initially!no!hits.!Letting!this!sample!age!for!at!least!a!week!at! 4! ˚C! before! use! produced! crystals,! although! these! were! inferior! in! terms! of!diffraction!properties!(highly!mosaic!diffraction!and!to!lower!resolution)!compared!to!those!obtained!from!the!dimer!peak!and!therefore!were!not!used!further.!
!
Figure!3.1.!Gel!filtration!trace!of!LmARL1,!blue!line!represents!absorbance!at!UV!280!nm.!LmARL1!eluted! in! two! peaks,! one! the! approximate!weight! of! a! dimer! of! LmARL1! (P1)! and! the! other! the!approximate! weight! of! a! monomer! (P2).! Both! contain! pure! protein! as! shown! by! the! SDS! PAGE!analysis!(right).!
(







!the!molecules!are!highly!similar!and!therefore!only!chain!A!will!be!discussed,!unless!otherwise!stated.!The!crystallographic!statistics!(Table!3.1)!indicate!that!the!analysis!has! produced! an! acceptable! medium! resolution! model.! Figure! 3.2! shows!representative!electron!density.!Ramachandran!outliers!are!Arg120A,!Cys83A,!which!is!involved!in!a!disulphide!bond!with!Cys83B,!and!Tyr84A.!!
! !









Space!group! P21 Unit!cell!dimensions!(Å)! a!=!35.3,!b!=!78.9,!c(=!!58.0,!β!=!93.1!o!Resolution!range!(Å)! 78.9!–!2.1!Completeness!(%)! 99.5!(99.1)a!
<I/σ(I)>,!mosaicity!(°)! 11.5!(2.4),!0.3!No.!reflections!measured!/!unique! 69671!/!18516!Redundancy! 3.8!(3.8)!Rmerge!(%)b! 6.8!(49)!Rwork(%)c,!Rfree!(%)d! 21.4,!28.6!Protein!residues!(chain!A!/!B)! 185!/!173!Ligands! 2!GDP,!2!Mg2+,!82!waters!
r.m.s.d.!!from!ideal!geometry! !Bond!lengths!(Å)!/!angles!(o)! 0.016!/!1.815!






















Figure!3.3!Ribbon!diagram!of!the!LmARL1:GDP:Mg2+!complex!chain!A.!The!NKterminal!α1!is!orange,!switch! I! light! blue,! interswitch! region! green,! switch! II! dark! blue! and!Mg2+! is! depicted! as! a! black!sphere.!GDP!is!shown!as!sticks!and!coloured!according!to!atom!type:!C!yellow,!N!blue,!O!red!and!P!orange.! The! side! chain! of! Cys83,!which! is! involved! in! a! disulphide! bond,! is! shown! in! sticks! and!coloured!green.!The!NK!and!CKtermini!and!elements!of!secondary!structure!are!labelled.!
(
LmARL1,!in!similar!fashion!to!the!Saccharomyces(cerevisiae orthologue,(ScARL1!(Amor!et(al.,!2001),!purifies!as!a!covalent!homodimer.!LmARL1!Cys83,!conserved!in!







!complex!with!a!GRIP!domain! indicated!a!role! for! the!equivalent!cysteine,!Cys80,! in!complex!formation!and!indeed!mutagenesis!of!this!residue!to!histidine!on!the!human!protein!reduced!the!interaction!with!the!GRIP!domain!(Wu!et(al.,!2004).!These!data!suggest!that!the!LmARL1!homodimer!is!most!probably!an!artefact!generated!during!the!purification!process!and!of!no!physiological!relevance.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
Figure! 3.4.! The! omit! difference! density! map! for! the! Cys83! disulphide! bond.! The! green! mesh!represents! the! Fourier! synthesis! Fo! –Fc! ,! αcalc! where! Fo! and! Fc! are! the! observed! and! calculated!structure! factors,! respectively,! and! αcalc! is! the! calculated! phases! without! the! scattering!contributions!of!the!sulfur!atoms.!The!map!is!contoured!at!3!σ.!
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!the! PKloop! and! are! involved! in! binding! the! phosphate! groups! of! GDP! mainly! by!interactions! with! the! main! chain! amide.! These! residues! are! strictly! conserved! in!eight!of! the!other!sequences.!Ser35!uses!main!chain!and!side!chain!groups! to!bind!the! GDP! αKphosphate.! This! residue! position! is! maintained! as! serine! in! four! other!sequences! or! with! the! conservative! substitution! as! threonine! in! the! remainder.!Glu57! is! part! of! the! interswitch! region! and! is! strictly! conserved! in! five! sequences!with!a!similar!aspartate!in!another.!In!other!L.(major! family!members,!this!position!has!lysine,!methionine!or!threonine!and!so!is!more!variable.!Structural!comparisons,!mainly!involving!S.(cerevisiae!ARF2!and!ARL1!(Amor!et(







!residues!constitute!the!core!of!the!protein!structure!and!the!nucleotideKbinding!site.!The! greatest! sequence! variation! is! observed! at! the! NKterminus,! and! the! loops!between!α2!and!β2,!β3!and!β4,! all! of!which! face! the! region! that! sits! closest! to! the!membrane!when!bound! (Figure!3.6).!However,!within!classes! these! loop!areas!are!conserved,!so!these!areas!may!be!involved!in!class!specific!localization.!Residues!that!are!not! involved! in!GDP!binding!and! that!are! located!on! the!surface!of! the!protein!show! poor! conservation.! These! residues! are! most! likely! involved! in! complex!formation! and! interaction! with! different! effectors,! thus! providing! the! functional!specificity!to!the!ARF/ARL!family.!
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TbARL3A! was! identified! in! GeneDB! (HertzKFowler! et( al.,! 2004)! as(











Classics!screen!condition!H5:!30!%!PEG!4k,!0.2!mM!Li2SO4,!0.1!M!Tris!HCl!pH!8.5!! JCSG+! screen! condition! H11:! 25!%! PEG! 3350,!0.2!mM!MgCl2,!0.1!M!Bis!Tris!HCl!pH!5.5!
Figure!3.8.!Crystallisation!hits!from!commercial!screens!of!TbARL3!Optimisation! experiments! were! performed! and! these! showed! that! the! PEG!must!be! fresh,! the!protein! also!must!be! around!3!days!old! and!will! not! crystallise!after!a!freeze!thaw!cycle.!Seeding!failed!to!produce!crystals!of!improved!morphology.!Despite!this,!no!crystal!could!be!produced!that!would!diffract!beyond!7!Å.!To!check!that! the! crystals! were! not! being! damaged! by! cryoKcooling! or! improper!cryoprotectant! selection,! room! temperature! diffraction! tests! preformed! but! they!showed!no!improvement!in!diffraction.!
!
3.6.!Sequence!comparisons!to!classify!the!L.)major!ARF/ARL!family!Based!on!the!structure!of!LmARL1,!comparative!data!with!human!proteins!and!the!few!studies!on!trypanosomatid!ARF/ARL!family!members!we!sought!to!organize!the! L.( major! ARF/ARL! family! into! functional! groups.! All! L.( major! and! T.( brucei!proteins!labelled!as!proven!or!putative!ARFs!or!ARLs!in!GeneDB!(HertzKFowler!et(al.,!2004)! were! identified;! twelve! in! both! organisms,! although! in! the! case! of! two! T.(







!alanine.!Each!sequence!was!used!to!search!the!human!genomic!database!since!this!links!to!a!significant!body!of! functional!data!on!this!protein! family!and!for!which!a!standardised!naming!convention!is!available!(Kahn!et(al.,!2006).!!A! sequence! identity! distance! tree! for! the! L.( major! proteins! was! calculated.!Despite! sharing! high! levels! of! sequence! identity,! in! particular! in! and! around! the!nucleotide! binding! site! and! the! core! of! the! protein,! comparisons! of! ARF/ARL!proteins!are!complicated!by! insertions/deletions!and!extensions.!LmjF36.0820!was!excluded!from!the!sequence!alignment!due!to!an!unusual!NKterminus!extension!and!an!insertion!before!the!PKloop.!The!results!for!the!remaining!eleven!L.(major!proteins!are!shown!in!Figure!3.9.!
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donovani! ARF1,! a! protein! shown! to! be! essential! in! vesicular! trafficking! and! in! the!structural!maintenance! of! the! Golgi! network! (PorterKKelley! et( al.,! 2004).! Another,!
LmjF31.2790,!shares!86!%!sequence!identity!with!the!Golgi!localising!T.(brucei!ARF1,!which! is! implicated! in! the! maintenance! of! postKGolgi! transport! and! endocytosis!(Price!et(al.,!2007).!The!final!group!member,!LmjF04.0480,!awaits!functional!studies.!!We! note! that! LmjF04.0340,! with! 45!%! sequence! identity! to! LmARL1,! and! is!closely!related!to!LmjF04.0480!(Figure!3.10)!so!may!be!a!candidate!for!inclusion!in!class!I.!LmjF04.0340!has!a!difference!in!its!PKloop.!There!is!an!aspargine!that!when!mutated! to! any!other! residue!except!proline! causes! a!disruption! in! the! salt! bridge!network.! This! causes! the! protein! to! be! constitutively! active(Neuwald,! 2010).;! this!difference!within!LmjF04.0340!may!indicate!a!similar!state!of!activity.!The!class!II!proteins!(green!box!Figure!3.10)!are!most!similar!with!human!ARL!variants!(identities!range!from!53!%!to!62!%),!which!are!implicated!in!the!regulation!of! microtubuleKdependent! events! (Pasqualato! et( al.,! 2002).! LmjF29.0880! and!
LmjF36.6230!are!both!currently!assigned!as!ARL3!and!we!note! that! the!equivalent!proteins!of!L.(donovani!and!T.(brucei!have!been!localised!to!the!flagellum!(Cuvillier!et(







!does!not!display!any!unusual!features!and!experimental!data!would!be!necessary!to!advance!understanding!of!what!function!it!might!contribute.!!This!leaves!four!family!members!to!discuss.!LmjF30.2370!is!an!outlier!lacking!the!myristoylation!signal!sequence!and!with!a!threeKresidue!extension!in!the!switch!I!region.! LmjF05.0030! also! lacks! the! myristoylation! signal! sequence,! however! we!tentatively! assign! it! as! a! SarKlike! protein! since! it! since! it! shares! 51!%! amino! acid!sequence! identity!to!the!human!secretionKassociated!and!RasKrelated!(Sar)!protein.!Sar! is! a! small! GTPase! within! the! Ras! superfamily! implicated! in! vesicular! coat!initiation! and! formation! in! similar! fashion! to! ARF1,! except! that! Sar! initiates!anterograde!transport!of!coat!protein!complex!II!(ER!to!Golgi)!instead!of!retrograde!transport!(Golgi!to!ER)!of!complex!I!(Pasqualato!et(al.,!2002).!The!Sar!orthologue!in!
T.( brucei! is! Tb927.5.4500! (Field,! 2005)! and! shares! 78! %! sequence! identity! with!
LmjF05.0030.!
LmjF36.6230! shares! 47!%! amino! acid! sequence! identity!with!Tb927.10.8580!(previously! Tb10.6k15.1960),! a! T.( brucei( protein! identified! in! an! analysis! of! the!flagellar!proteome!and!one!that!is!localised!exclusively!in!that!organelle!(Broadhead!
et( al.,! 2006).! The! closest! human! homologue,! ARL13B,! is! located! in! the! cilia,! and!mutations!are! implicated! in! the!ciliopathies!BardetKBiedl,! and! Joubert’s! syndromes!(Cantagrel!et(al.,!2008;!Kobayashi!et(al.,!2009).!Although!localised!to!the!flagella,!the!trypanosomatid! sequences! lack!an!extended!prolineKrich!CKterminal! section! that! is!apparently! required! for! cilia! localization! in! mammals! (Hori! et( al.,! 2008).!







!The!NKterminal!region!of!LmjF16.1380!is!unusually!short!compared!to!the!rest!of!the!L.(major!ARF/ARL!family!and!the!structure!may!not!display!an!αKhelix!there.!The!L.(major!sequence!also!lacks!the!glycine!pair!in!the!beginning!of!switch!II,!which!is! replaced! by! Ser61KGly62! (Figure! 3.10).! It! has! been! proposed! (Pasqualato! et( al.,!2002)!that!the!lack!of!a!GlyKGly!motif!in!human!ARL6!feature!may!reduce!flexibility!at! the! interswitchKswitch! II! section.! These! features! make! this! an! interestingly!different!protein!from!the!rest!of!the!family.!!As!outlined!earlier,!we!also!identified!predicted!ARF/ARL!family!members!in!T.(
brucei!and!investigated!those!sequences!as!described!for!the!L.(major!proteins.!The!classification!we!arrive!at! is!very!similar! in!both!organisms!(data!not!shown).!This!observation! is! in! agreement!with!what!has!been!observed!by!Field! in!his! study!of!GTPases!in!T.(brucei!(Field,!2005).!!
!
3.7.!Conclusions!!The!crystal!structure!of!LmARL1!in!complex!with!GDP:Mg2+,!the!first!structure!of!a!protist!ARL,!has!been!determined!to!a!resolution!of!2.1!Å,!and!some!comparisons!with! ARF/ARL! structures! previously! reported! have! been! carried! out.! The! general!protein! fold!and!organization!of! the!nucleotideKbinding!site! is!highly!conserved,!as!well!as! the!GDP!bound!NKterminal!αKhelix!conformation.!Like!the!yeast!orthologue,!

















4.1.!Aims!Crystallographic! investigations! of! T.( brucei! tubulin5binding! cofactor! B!(TbTBC5B)!were!initiated!as!no!structure!of!any!protist!or!a!full!length!TBC5B!was!known.!The!aims!were!to!solve!the!TbTBC5B!CAP5Gly!domain!structure,!investigate!binding! of! this! domain!with! its! putative! α5tubulin! C5terminal! tail! peptide! ligand!and!extend!structural!knowledge!into!the!linker!region!of!the!protein.!!!In!addition,!a! detailed! analysis! of! both! domains! of! this! protein!was! performed! to! determine!what! was! unique! and! conserved! between! these! domains! and! other! known!structures,! and! how! this! may! affect! this! tubulin5binding! cofactor’s! function! in!trypanosomatids.!
!
4.2.!General!comments!on!TbTBC@B!There!are!currently!no!full! length!structures!of!a!TBC5B!known.!There!are,!however,!Nuclear!Magnetic!Resonance!(NMR)!structures!of!Caenorhabditis(elegans((PDB! code! 1T0Y,! Lytle! et( al.,! 2004),( Drosophilia(melongaster( (2KJR),!Arabidopsis(
thaliana!(2KJ6)!and!mouse!(1V6E)!TBC5B!Ubl!domains.!The!mouse!TBC5B!CAP5Gly!domain! (1WHG)! NMR! structure! has! been! solved,! with! a! crystal! structure! of! C.(







!which!has!40!%! identity! to!human!and!mouse!TBC5Bs! and!37!%! identity! to! a!C.(
elegans(protein!sequence.!Bioinformatic!analysis!identified!that!TbTBC5B!is!232!amino!acids!long!and!consists!of!two!domains.!It!has!an!N5terminal!ubiquitin5like!(Ubl)!domain!(residues!3! to!87)! and!a!CAP5Gly!domain! (residues!157! to!222)! joined!by!a! linker,! part! of!which!has!predicted!similarity!to!tropomyosin!(103!to!155)!(Figure!4.1).!
!








4.3.!The!Ubl!domain!As! proteases! have! been! previously! used! to! generate! diffraction! quality!crystals! (Li! et( al.,! 2002,! Dong! et( al.,! 2007;! Wernimont! &! Edwards,! 2009),!chymotrypsin!was! added! to! solutions! of!TbTBC5B! in! crystallisation! experiments.!This! facilitated! limited! proteolysis,! which! allowed! for! the! investigation! into!truncated! versions! of! the! protein! to! determine! if! any! other! polypeptides! might!crystallise.! Indeed,! crystals! formed! in! a! number! of! conditions! and! one! was!successfully! optimised.! A! combination! of! mass! spectrometry! and! Edman!sequencing! identified! the! crystallised! fragment! as! the! N5terminal! Ubl! domain! of!

















!in! tubulin! or! TBC5E! binding.! The! flexible! loop! between! β3! and! β4! is! the! most!variable!region!as!it!is!not!part!of!the!main!Ubl!core!and!varies!in!length!between!species,!although!it!is!relatively!short!in!the!T.(brucei!protein.!
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Figure! 4.5.! Sphere! representation! of! TbTBC5B! Ubl! domain! showing! conserved! residues.! Both!orientations!are!the!same!as!those!used!in!Figure!4.4.!HIghly!conserved!residues!(same!as!those!in!Figure! 4.3)! in! dark! blue,! semi5conserved! residues! light! blue.! Dashed! lines! point! to! occluded!residues.!The!N5!and!C5termini!are!labelled.!!







!non5degenerate! homologues! of! this! protein! do! not! (Figure! 4.3).! The! sequences!were!obtained!from!algae,!protists,!oomycytes!and!higher!plants!(Figure!4.3).!The!second! residue! in! this! sequence! location! is! most! often! arginine,! but! the! first! is!often!(22!of!24!sequences,!Figure!4.3)!a!small!amino!acid!such!as!isoleucine,!valine!or!alanine.! In!addition,! the! first!position! lysine! is!buried!and! therefore!could!not!contribute! towards! complex! formation.! Although! Arg21! is! a! conserved! surface!exposed!basic!residue!there!is!no!direct!evidence!that!this! is!required!for!tubulin!binding.!







!protein.!It!is!more!likely!that!this!residue!contributes!to!the!hydrophobic!core!and!therefore! fold! of! the! protein,! than! being! responsible! for! protein5protein!interactions.!!4.3.3.(Comparison(to(other(known(TBCEB(Ubl(structures(The! sequence! identity! between! solved! TBC5B! Ubl! domains! is! low,! not!getting!higher! than!28!%,! the! fold! is!very!similar!and! the!r.m.s.ds!between! these!structures! are! close! (Figure! 4.7,! Table! 4.1).! Most! of! the! conserved! residues! are!those!involved!in!hydrophobic!core!interactions!(Figure!4.3).!The!TbTBC5B!domain!is!most!similar!to!the!C.(elegans!TBC5B!Ubl!structure.!
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Number! Description! pdb!code! Z!! r.m.s.d.! Lali! nres! %id!1!C.(elegans!TBC5B! 1TOY! 13.8! 1.8! 85! 90! 22!2!Mouse!TBC5B! 16VE! 12.8! 2.2! 85! 95! 28!3!!Human!ISG15!Ubl! 3RT3! 12.8! 1.6! 77! 153! 13!15!D.(melanogaster(TBC5B! 2KJR! 12.1! 1.9! 82! 95! 22!16!Mouse!TBC5E! 1WJN! 12.1! 2! 84! 97! 15!857!A.(thaliana!TBC5B! 2KJ6! 5.9! 3.2! 73! 97! 25!!Number,! order! from! DALI;! Z,! Z5score;! r.m.s.d.! in! Å;! Lali,! length! of! alignment;! nres,! number! of!residues! in! structure;! %id,! percentage! identity! between! described! structure! and! TbTBC5B! Ubl!domain.!
!
4.4.!The!CAP@Gly!Domain!4.4.1.(General(comments(on(the(CAPEGly(domain(When!the!C.(elegans!TBC5B!CAP5Gly!domain!structure!was!solved!(1TOY)!(Li!
et(al.,!2002;!Kim!et(al.,!2003)!it!was!reported!that!this!was!only!possible!after!the!full! length! protein! degraded! upon! storage.! This! allowed! for! the! isolation! of! a!crystallisable!fragment!of!the!protein.!As!with!the!C.(elegans!protein,!proteolysis!of!







!This! peptide! eluted! from! the! gel! filtration! column! in! one! peak! that! had! a!mass!of!approximately!11!kDa!corresponding!to!a!monomer.!It!crystallised!in!the!orthorhombic!space!group!P212121!with!two!polypeptides,!labelled!A!and!B,!in!the!asymmetric! unit.! The! structure! was! determined! to! 1.6! Å! resolution! using! the!model! 1WHG! of! the! mouse! TBC5B! CAP5Gly! domain! in! molecular! replacement!calculations.!The!r.m.s.d.!of!chain!A!on!B!is!0.86!Å!for!79!Cα!positions.!Given!that!there! were! no! restraints! imposed! on! non5crystallographic! symmetry! then! this!indicates! the!molecules! are! highly! similar,! therefore!when! discussing! secondary!structure!only!chain!A!will!be!discussed.!The!crystallographic!statistics!(Table!4.1)!indicate!that!the!analysis!has!produced!an!acceptable!high5resolution!model!with!no!Ramachandran!outliers.!!A!representative!example!of!electron!density!is!shown!in!Figure!4.8.!
!







!variation,! the!T.( brucei( gambiense! sequence! (Li! et( al.,! 2002;! Hertz5Fowler! et( al.,!2004)! contains! the! same! residue.! This! difference! does! not! affect! the! local!secondary!structure!and!in!other!sequences!shows!a!high!variability.!It!is,!however,!involved!in!a!crystal!contact.!This!will!be!discussed!later!in!Section!4.5.2.!
Table!!4.2.!TbTBC@B!CAP@Gly!domain!crystallographic!statistics!Space!group! P212121!Unit!cell!lenghts!(Å)! a=!!32.66!!!!!!b=!55.73!!!!!c=!!!80.35!Resolution!range!(Å)! 40.18!5!1.59!!Completeness!(%)! 100!(99.97)!!
<I/σ(I)>,!mosaicity!(°)! 28.2!(9.6),!0.5!No.!reflections!measured!/!unique! 282648!/!20384!!Redundancy! 13.9!(14.1)!Rmerge!(%)b!! 6.9!(27)!!Rwork(%)c,!Rfree!(%)d! 19.0,!24.1!Protein!residues!(chain!A!/!B)! 79!/!78!Ligands/!number! Formates!/!6!!Waters/!228!
r.m.s.d.!!from!ideal!geometry! !Bond!lengths!(Å)!/!angles!(o)! 0.025,!2.17!
Thermal!parameters!(B,!Å2)! !Wilson!B! 14.6!Mean!B!all!atoms! 14.9!Protein!atoms!(chain!A!/!B)! 12.3!/!12.5!Formate!! 21!Water!molecules! 24.8!
Ramachandran!plot!Favoured!/!allowed!e!(%)!MolProbity!Score!
!97/100!90th!percentile!








!4.4.2.(Overall(structure(of(the(CAPEGly(domain(The! structure!of! chain!A! consists!of! the! last!79! residues! (1535232)!of! the!TBC5B! protein;! the! first! two! amino! acids! of! the! construct! were! disordered.! The!numbering!of! secondary! structure!elements!and! residues!will! be!kept! consistent!with! the! full! length! protein! throughout! the! rest! of! this! chapter.! ! It! is! a! small!globular! structure! with! a! similar! fold! to! other! CAP5Gly! domains,! an! important!module!for!the!recognition!and!binding!of!microtubules!(Weisbrich!et(al.,!2007).!!
!








TbTBC5B! CAP5Gly! domain! (r.m.s.d! 1.4! Å,! 79! Cαs,! Table! 4.3).! ! There! are! two!structures! in! the! PDB! of! the! C.( elegans! TBC5B! CAP5Gly! domain! (also! known! as!F53F4.3),! 1LPL! and! 1TOV,! the! latter! containing! three! extra! residues! at! the! N5terminus.!The!mouse!TBC5B!structure,!despite!having!a!higher! sequence! identity!and!being!used!for!the!molecular!replacement!calculation,!comes!further!down!the!list! of! similar!proteins.!Most!proteins! above! it! are! from!retinitis!pigmentosa!and!end!binding!protein!(RP/EB)!family,!or!CAP5Gly!subunits!of!dynactin!and!CLIPs.!
!
Figure! 4.10.! The! TbTBC5B! CAP5Gly! domain! superimposed! on! other! known! TBC5B! CAP5Gly!domains.!Structures!are!shown!in!stereo!as!tubes!coloured!by!structure:!yellow,!TbTBC5B;!cyan,!C.(
elegans!(1LPL);!pink,!mouse!(1WHG).!The!N5terminus!on!the!right!side,!C5terminus!on!the!left.!!!









!4.4.3(Conserved(residues(! Residues! conserved! over! the! TbTBC5B! CAP5Gly! domain’s! closest!homologues! were! determined! (Figure! 4.11,! see! Section! 2.3.7! for! methods).!!Homologues!were!identified!as!sequences!sharing!between!35!and!95!%!identity.!In!all,!645!homologues!were!identified!with!417!of!these!being!unique.!The!closest!150!to!TbTBC5B!were!used!to!calculate!the!residues!which!were!most!conserved.!The! score! of! conservation! is! based! on! relative! degree! of! conservation! of! each!amino!acid!position!with!score!1!being!least!conserved,!9!the!highest.!
!







!the! backbone! oxygen! of! residue! Phe227! hold! the! final! loop! in! place.! Several!glycines!(residues!170,!188,!195,!200,!215!and!225),!which!are!responsible!for!the!name!of!this!domain,!are!highly!conserved.!They!are!mostly!buried!and!contribute!to!the!fold!of!the!domain.!
!







!However,! the!C5terminus!of! chain!A! forms! intermolecular! contacts! in! the! crystal!lattice!with!the!basic!groove!of!the!chain!B!of!a!symmetry!related!molecule.!!
!
Figure! 4.13.! Poisson5Boltzmann! electrostatics! of! the! basic! groove! of! the! CAP5Gly! domain.!Calculated!using!APBS!(Baker!et(al.,!2001).!Calculated!potential!solvent!accessible!surface!scale!at!±5!kT/e,!blue!is!basic,!red!acidic!and!white!neutral.!The!white!arrow!indicates!the!basic!groove.!The!N5!and!C5termini!are!labelled.!!!!







!peptides!ending!EE[Y/F]!(Janke!&!Bulinski,!2011).!This!EE[Y/F]!motif! is! found!at!the! end! of! non5modified! α5tubulin! tails,! EB1! and! a! few! other! +TIP! proteins!(Steinmetz!&!Akhmanova,!2008).!Occasionally,!the!asparagine!in!the!third!position!of! the! tubulin5binding!motif! is!replaced!by!a!histidine,!such!as! in! the!Salmo(salar!sequence!or!in!some!TBC5Es.!This!is!a!change!that!does!not!have!an!apparent!affect!on!peptide!binding! (Weisbrich!et(al.,! 2007).!However,!mutating!either! residue! in!the! KN! dipeptide! to! alanines! decreased! binding! affinity! of! CLIP5170! CAP5Gly! to!ClipZn2! 505fold,! mutating! both! residues! ablating! all! binding! (Weisbrich! et( al.,!2007).!!!!4.5.2(TbTBCEB(has(a(difference(in(the(tubulinEbinding(motif(
TbTBC5B’s!CAP5Gly!domain!has!a!difference!in!the!tubulin5binding!motif;!in!the!third!position!there!is!a!glycine!instead!of!an!asparagine.!This!residue!is!unable! to! form! a! hydrogen! bond! with! the! terminal! residue! of! an! EE[Y/F]!peptide.! There! are! no! structures! of! any! TBC5Bs! bound! to! an! α5tubulin! tail!peptide.!!!4.5.3.!Chain(A’s(CEterminus(binds(a(symmetry(related(chain(B’s(basic(groove!







!As! the! human! CLIP5170! CAP5Gly! II! (2E4H)! domain! does! have! the! α5tubulin!tail!peptide!bound!(residues!4165451!of!α5tubulin!isoform!3)!(Mishima!
et( al.,! 2007;! Weisbrich! et( al.,! 2007),! it! can! be! used! as! an! example! of! typical!domain!substrate!interaction.!This!will!allow!for!comparison!with!the!TbTBC5B!CAP5Gly!domain!binding! its!own!C5terminus.!CLIP5170!CAP5Gly!II!shares!51!%!identity!to!TbTBC5B’s!CAP5Gly!domain.!The!fold!is!well!conserved!with!a!r.m.s.d!of!1.057!Å!over!50!Cαs!between!the!two!structures.!For!clarity!human!CLIP5170!CAP5Gly!II!will!be!known!by!its!PDB!code!2E4H!in!the!rest!of!this!discussion.!
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!register! shift! with! Val231! side! chain! pointing! out! of! the! groove! forming! no!interactions.!The! third!position! from! the!end!of!Chain!A!Glu230! (A3! in!Figure!4.17)! is! in! the! same! position! as! the! second! from! the! end! position! of! the! α5tubulin!tail!peptide!Glu450!(P2,!in!Figure!4.17).!!This!may!explain!how!a!peptide!with!the!sequence!EVF!is!able!to!bind!when!previous!experiments!have!shown!that! EEY/F! is! the! essential! recognition! sequence! (Honnappa! et( al.,! 2006;!Steinmetz!&!Akhmanova,!2008).!
!







!annotated! as! a! glutamate! in! the! T.( brucei! 427,! T.( b.( gambiense( and! T.( vivax!strains.!It!is!expected!that!this!salt!bridge!would!still!be!possible!even!with!the!T.(
brucei!927!strain!aspartate!in!the!223!position.!!
!









Figure! 4.19.! Location! of! formates! interacting! with! the! peptide5binding! groove.! Chain! A! of! the!
TbTBC5B!CAP5Gly!domain!shown!as!spheres.!The!tubulin5binding!loop!is!shown!in!blue,!formates!in!red.!The!N5!and!C5termini!are!labelled.!! The!binding!of! the!C5terminus!of!Chain!A! into! the!Chain!B!binding! site!probably! represents! a! crystallographic! artefact.! As! full! length( TbTBC5B! and!

































!However,! in!Giardia! TBC5E! sequences! also! have! a! change,! from! asparagine! to! a!tyrosine,!in!the!third!position!of!the!tubulin5binding!motif.!!!In!T.( brucei! the! closest!homologue! to!human!TBC5E! is!Tb927.3.2680.!This!gene!encodes! for! a!530!amino!acid!protein! that!has!24!%! identity! to! the!human!TBC5E.! It! contains! a! leucine! rich! repeat! (LRR)! linker! region! and! then! an! Ubl!domain.! However,! it! does! not! contain! a! CAP5Gly! domain.! Mammals! have! a!paralogue! to! TBC5E,!which! does! not! contain! a! CAP5Gly! domain.! Instead,! as!with!
TbTBC5E,!it!starts!at!the!LRR!and!then!has!a!Ubl!domain.!This!protein!is!known!as!E5like,! due! to! its! similarity! to! TBC5E,! but! it! is! unable! to! compensate! for! TBC5E!(Bartolini!et(al.,!2005;!Mishima!et(al.,!2007).! Instead!of!being! involved! in! tubulin!biogenesis,!it!is!involved!in!tubulin!degradation!(Bartolini!et(al.,!2005).!!However,!the!fission!yeast!TBC5E!homologue,!Alp21,!does!not!contain!a!CAP5Gly!domain!but!is!still!functional!(Radcliffe!et(al.,!2000;!Bartolini!et(al.,!2005).!Further! investigations!revealed!no!other!CAP5Gly!domains! in! the!T.(brucei!translated!genome,!even!in!proteins!that!usually!contain!CAP5Gly!modules,!such!as!kinesins!and!CYLD.!Perhaps!this!form!of!interaction!between!the!α5tubulin!tail!and!CAP5Gly! domains! is! not! required! in! trypanosomes,! or! some! other! module!compensates!for!this!function.!!!







!contained! any! secondary! structure! elements,! another! technique,! circular!dichroism!(CD)!was!employed.!
!







!secondary! structure! elements! have! characteristic! shapes! (Whitmore! &! Wallace,!2008).!The!spectra!show!that!there!is!a!low!α5helical!content!of!approximately!10!%.!It! is!estimated!that!β5strand!content!is!around!36!%!with!32!%!of!the!protein!containing!some!other!structural!element,!such!as!polyproline!type!helices,! turns!and!loops.!
!
!
Helix1! Helix2! Strand1! Strand2! Turns! Unordered! Total!0.031! 0.067! 0.238! 0.122! 0.218! 0.323! 0.999!!















!30!%.!These! regions!were!not!deemed! large! enough! to!be! assigned!as!β5strands!but!are!likely!to!have!similar!spectral!signatures.!!!







!170!CAP5Gly!II!domain!bound!to!α5tubulin!tail!peptide.!This!appears!to!be!due!to!a!difference! in! the! β75β8! tubulin5binding! loop,! it! contains! a! glycine! in! the! third!position!of!the!usually!highly!conserved!‘GKNDG’!sequence.!This!difference!allows!the!C5terminus!of!this!molecule!to!bind!further!in!the!groove.!!All! trypanosomatids!have!changes!in!the!β75β8!tubulin5binding!loop.!They!also!all!have!C5terminal!sequences,!which!are!similar!or!identical!to!the!α5tubulin!C5terminal! tail.! No! other! CAP5Gly! domains! were! identified! in! the! trypanosome!genome.! The! C5terminal! tail! of! α5tubulin! contains! a! terminal! tyrosine.! This!provides! the! consensus! sequence! for! CAP5Gly! domains! which! is! EE[Y/F].!Posttranslational! removal! of! this! tyrosine! by! a! as! yet! unidentified!carboxypeptidase! prevents! the! recognition! of! the! α5tubulin! by! CAP5Gly! domains!(Radcliffe!et(al.,!2000;!Peris!et(al.,!2006).!This!can!be!used!to!separately!regulate!different!subpopulations!of!microtubules.!T.(brucei,!despite!only!having!one!CAP5Gly! domain,! which! may! not! be! able! to! interact! with! the! α5tubulin! tail,! still!possesses!a!TTL!(Section!6.4).!What!role!detyrosination!plays!in!these!parasites!is!also! under! question.! Are! there! other! protein! modules! that! recognise! the!tyrosination!state!of!the!α5tubulin!tail?!
!







!alone!(Radcliffe!&!Toda,!2000),!perhaps!TbTBC5B!is!the!same.(Several!residues!in!the!Ubl!domain!have!been!identified!as!conserved.!However,!it!is!currently!unclear!whether! they!mediate! protein5protein! interactions,! and! if! those! interactions! are!with!α5tubulin.!!Human!TBC5B!will!not!interact!with!microtubules!or!tubulin!alone!(Peris!et(
al.,! 2006;! Kortazar! et( al.,! 2007).! TBC5B! only! recognises! quasi5folded! α5tubulin!(Tian!et(al.,!1997;!Kortazar!et(al.,!2007).!The!quasi5folded!state!can!be!produced!by!addition!of!TBC5D!to!tubulin,!causing!the!capture!of!β5tubulin.!The!free!α5tubulin!then!degrades!into!the!quasi5folded!state!that!can!be!recognised!by!TBC5B!(Tian!et(
al.,!1997;!Kortazar!et(al.,!2007).!TBC5E!can!also!be!used!to!remove!α5tubulin!from!the!tubulin!dimer,!which!also!allows!for!TBC5B!binding!(Tian!et(al.,!1997;!Kortazar!
















5.1.!Aims! !Deacetylation!is!an!important!post2translational!modification!(Peng!&!Seto,!2011).!It!has!been!most!studied!in!the!context!of!a!histone!regulation,!but!recently!this! has! been! shown! to! be! important! modification! for! other! substrates! such! as!tubulin!(Schemies!et(al.,!2009).!The!structures!of!several!enzymes!responsible!for!the!deacetylation!of!histones,!of!which! tubulin!deacetylases!are! family!members,!have!already!been!determined!(Finnin!et(al.,!1999;!Somoza!et(al.,!2004;!Bottomley!
et( al.,! 2008;! Dowling! et( al.,! 2008;! Schuetz! et( al.,! 2008).! However,! there! are! no!structures!of!any!tubulin!deacetylases,!or!any!deacetylases!of!either!substrate!from!protists.! Therefore! the! identity! of! a! tubulin! deacetylase! in! T.( brucei! was!investigated! and! attempts! were! made! to! produce! material! to! allow! for!biochemical;! characterisation,! crystallisation! experiments! and! ultimately! the!elucidation!of!a!tubulin!deacetylase!structure.!!!!
!






!deacetylase.! The! final! gene,!Tb927.5.2900,! encodes! for! a! protein! that! shares! the!greatest! similarity!with! human!HDAC6! isoform!CRA_b! (33!%)! and! other! class! II!deacetylases.! The! T.( brucei! protein! also! shares! 31! %! identity! to! the! recently!described!HDAC5!tubulin!deacetylase!(Cho!&!Cavalli,!2012).!HsHDAC6,!is!a!known!α2tubulin! deacetylase! (Yang! &! Seto,! 2008),! it! is! a! large! protein! with! an! HDAC!domain! duplication,! cytoplasmic! retention! domain! and! a! zinc! finger! domain!(Figure!5.1).!TbHDAC4!shares!the!greatest!homology!to!the!most!divergent!of!the!
HsHDAC6!HDAC!domains,!but!lacks!any!additional!domains!present!in!the!human!protein.!TbHDAC4!is!the!only!class!II!HDAC!in!trypanosomes!that!is!predicted!to!be!located!in!the!cytoplasm!(Wang!et(al.,!2010)!and!it!is!a!most!promising!candidate!as!a!tubulin!deacetylase.!!
!
Figure! 5.1.! Schematic! of! HDAC! proteins! in! S.( cerevisiae( (Sc),! human! (Hs)! and! T.( brucei( (Tb).!Percentage! identity! and! similarity! of! each! HDAC! domain! to! ScHda1! is! shown.! Domains:! HDAC!histone!deacetylase;!SE14,! cytoplasmic!anchoring;!BUZ,!binder!of!ubiquitin!zinc! finger;!aa,! amino!acids!.!
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!High2resolution!analytical!gel! filtration!was!used! in! the! final!stage!of!purification!and!a!peak!indicating!a!monomer!was!eluted.!However,!the!protein!was!not!pure!as!evident!by!SDS!PAGE;!a!major!contaminant!at!40!kDa!was!present!(Figure!5.2,!pink!box).!This!was!sent!for!mass!spectrometry!following!tryptic!cleavage!and!the!peptides!identified!suggested!that!this!band!was!a!degradation!product.!!
!
Figure!5.2.! Gel! filtration! trace! of!TbHDAC4.! The! blue! line! represents! absorbance! at!UV!280!nm.!Inset,! a! SDS! PAGE,! overloaded! to! aid! visualisation! of! contaminates! and! degradation.! One! of! the!bands!boxed!in!pink!was!cut!out!and!digested!with!trypsin!and!sent!for!mass!spectrometry.!!














!globular! structure,! consistent! with! the! template! used! and! other! known! HDAC!structures.!
*






!what! parts! of! the! protein!were! being! degraded.! Therefore! it!was! not! feasible! to!design!a!new!construct!that!could!express!a!stable!protein!core.!!5.4.1!Edman(sequencing(Due! to! the! ambiguous! nature! of! the!mass! spectrometry! following! tryptic!digest!results! the!same!protein!band!was!sent! for!N2terminal!Edman!sequencing.!During! this! process! stain! free! gels! were! utilised! which! revealed! a! second! band!underneath!the!top!60!kDa!band.!This!was!also!sent!for!Edman!sequencing.!! The! top! band’s! N2terminus! was! identified! as! starting! at! the! peptide!AHGRQ[K/R]D[K/R].! The! mass! spectrometry! machine! used! cannot! distinguish!between!lysine!and!arginine.!Nevertheless,!this!allows!a!clear!assignment!of!the!N2terminus!starting!at!residue!12!(red!line,!Figure!5.3).!The!40!kDa!band!(pink!box,!Figure! 5.2)! did! not! produce! any! sequencing! results.! This! could! be! due! to! a!modification!occurring!at!the!N2terminus!after!degradation!or!a!mixed!population!of!different!peptides.! It!was!unlikely! to!be!due! to!a!calibration!or!other! technical!errors!with!the!sequencer!as!this!sample!was!run!in!between!calibration!and!the!successful!top!band!(David!Cambell,!personal!communication).!
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!residues! (Phillips! &! la! Peña,! 2011).! A! clear! melting! curve! was! obtained! which!indicated!a!folded!protein!(Figure!5.3).!A!slight!(1.5!°C)!thermal!shift!was!obtained!for!three!conditions:!50!mM!PIPES!pH!7.0;!50!mM!PIPES!pH!8.0,!150!mM!NaCl!and!50!mM!imidazole!pH!7.0.!
!
Figure! 5.5.! DSF! trace! of! representative! melting! curves! of! the! protein! reference! (blue)! and! the!sample!with!PIPES!buffer!added!(pink).!!Usually,!a!thermal!shift!cut!off!of!2!°C!is!used!as!lab!experience!is!that!a!shift!of! less! than! this! is! rarely! significant;! however! as! 1.5! °C! was! the! greatest! shift!observed!and!only!for!three!conditions,!a!combination!of!these!buffers!(Table!5.1)!was!selected!for!future!purifications.!However,!this!did!not!prevent!or!decrease!the!appearance!of!the!degradation!product.!
!







5.6.!Alternative!residue!ranges!Two! constructs! of! different! truncated! proteins! (1012526! and! 101! to! the!586)! were! designed! in! search! of! a! more! amenable,! stable! core! of! the! HDAC!domain;!they!were!designed!based!on!PsiPred!(Buchan!et(al.,!2010)!predictions!of!secondary! structure! and! Globplot! ! (Linding! et( al.,! 2003)! analysis.! The! residue!range!with!only!the!N2terminus!removed!(101!to!586)!expressed!soluble!material!(Figure!5.4)!and! is!discussed!below.!An!N2!and!C2terminal! truncated!polypeptide!(1012526)!gave!a!poor!yield!and!precipitated!out!of!solution!as!it!was!eluted!from!the!first!IMAC!column!and!will!not!be!discussed!further.!
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5.8.!Active!site!mutations!As! class! II!HDACs! contain! a! zinc! ion! essential! for! catalytic! activity,! it!was!hypothesised!that!mutations!in!residues!involved!in!its!coordination!could!prevent!any! potential! self2proteolysis.! Aligning!TbHDAC4! against! human! zinc! dependent!HDACs! whose! structures! are! known,! such! as! HsHDAC4! (PDB! code! 2VQJ)! and!
HsHDAC8!(PDB!code!1T64),!identified!active!site!residues!(Figure!5.9).!!
!









TbHDAC4!and!orange! for!SAHA;!N,!blue!and!O,! red.!The!grey!sphere! is!a!zinc! ion.!Dashed!yellow!lines!represent!potential!hydrogen!bonds!and!metal!coordination.!!Residue!labels!in!bold!are!for!the!
TbHDAC4!structure,!pale!labels!are!for!residues!in!the!HsHDAC8!structure.!!
!








Figure! 5.11.! Comparison! of! the! first! IMAC! columns! of! wild2type! HDAC4! HDAC! domain! and! the!mutated! construct.!Green! line,! imidazole! concentration! from!021!M;!blue! lines,!UV!280!nm! trace.!Left!panel!wild2type!TbHDAC4!full!length!HDAC!domain;!right!panel,!mutant!protein.!!






!! Often!when!material!for!crystallisation!cannot!be!obtained!using!the!protein!sequences! from! one! organism,! homologous! sequences! can! be! utilised.! In! this!project!the!creation!of!recombinant!HDAC4s!using!sequences!from!T.(cruzi!and!L.(










! TTL!activity!was!identified!over!30!years!ago!(Raybin!&!Flavin,!1975)!and!was! the! first!posttranslational!modification!of! the!αFtubulin!CFterminal! tail! to!be!characterised!(Janke!&!Bulinski,!2011).!!It!is!also!the!smallest!member!of!the!TTLL!family,!which!includes!polyglutamylases!and!polyglycylases.!!The!TTLL!family!have!a! novel! fold! and! structural! information! of! these! enzymes! would! allow! the!enzymatic! mechanism! to! be! determined.! It! may! also! serve! as! a! clue! as! to! the!specificities!of!the!different!family!members.!! At!the!start!of!this!project!no!structural!information!had!been!obtained!on!any!TTLs.!The!aim!was!to!generate!material!suitable!for!crystallisation,!preferably!using!T.(brucei(TTLL!family!members.!!This!proved!to!be!very!difficult!and!studies!were! switched! to! concentrate! on! S.( scrofa( TTL.! The! results! of! this! project! are!discussed!below.!!
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Table!6.1.!Ligands!used!for!DSF!and!cocrystallisation!experiments!with!SsTTL!Ligand! Concentration!(mM)!ATP! 2.5!AMPFPNP! 2.5!IodoFtyrosine! 0.3!Tyrosine! 0.3!Peptide!‘DSVEGEGEEEGEE’! 0.2!Peptide!‘EEY’! 0.3!
(
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!proteolysis.! Almost! five! thousand! unique! conditions! were! tried;! however! none!were!discovered!that!resulted!in!crystal!formation.!Truncated!polypeptides!comprising!of! the!residues!1F335!and!1F359!were!designed!to!remove!the!CFterminus,!which!contained! five!consecutive!glutamines!that!may!have!been!preventing!stable!crystal!contacts!due!to!predicted!flexibility.!However,!these!polypeptides!were!insoluble.!
!









Figure!6.5.!Alignment!of!X.(tropicalis!sequence!as!present!in!the!crystal!structure!(PDB!code!3TIG)!against!S.( scofa!and!T.(brucei(TTL!sequences.!Residues! involved! in!crystal!contacts! indicated!with!downward!arrows,! residues! involved! in! crystal! contacts! that! are! conserved!between!X.( tropicalis!and!S.( scrofa! are! coloured! green! and! those! that! are! nonFconserved! in! red.! Black! boxes! indicated!100%!conservation,!grey!66%.!!









Figure!6.6.!SDS!PAGE!gel!of!a! typical!SsTTL!purification!and!a!TbTTL!expression! trial.!Lanes!are!labelled! P,! pellet;! SN,! supernatant;! FT,! flowthough;! W3,! wash;! B,! GST! beads.! SsTTL,! TbTTL! and!GroEL!are!labelled.!
!
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